
FLOWBIRD PERMIT

SIMPLE, CUSTOMIZABLE,  
COMPREHENSIVE MANAGEMENT  

OF ALL TYPES OF PARKING PERMITS.



FLOWBIRD PERMIT
Flowbird Permit is a web based parking solution that simplifies 
the management of all types of parking permits as well 
as customizable permit solutions. 

  Minimizes administration, thanks to automated permit 
handling.
  Aggregated statistics to monitor revenue streams.
  Permits are issued in real time.
  Customizable for different types of permits, zones and tariffs.     
Customizable internal or external permit solutions.
  View and manage all issued permits and historical changes. 
  Secure web payment.
  Subscription based payment options available.

Flowbird Permit ensures a fast and flexible way to handle 
permits with a full control over revenue and statistics. A 
complete digital trail provides superior control of your parking 
operation.
Flowbird Permit simplifies administration and improves the 
issuing of permits, benefiting both issuers and motorists. 
Paperless permits are environmentally friendly and remove 
the cost of printing, distribution and fraud. Issued permits are 
instantly available in real time for motorists and enforcement 
officers which means that they are valid as soon as they are 
approved.
Flowbird Permit is a customizable platform that handles all 
kinds of permits from free guest permits that are issued on 
tablets, to business permits only accessible on internal 
computers. Flowbird permit is a cloud-based platform that 
provides access all day, every day wherever your parking is 
located.



FLOWBIRD PERMIT CUSTOMER PORTAL : 
A USER FRIENDLY SOLUTION

  The motorist can register and manage their permits using the 
customer portal. The motorist will receive notifications and 
can easily purchase or renew permits.

  The customer portal allows the motorist to move their 
permit temporarily or permanently between cars. For 
example; when their car is in maintenance or has been sold.

   The portal can send notifications and reminders to 
the motorist.

A WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS
- Employee parking

- Residential parking
- Visitor parking

- Customized permit solutions

Integration with Flowbird GO! is an option for a great parking 
solution to mix temporary parking with longer parking permits.

SECURITY IS EVERYTHING
Flowbird Permit is located within a secure server environment. 
No raw credit card information is ever stored in our servers. We 
use the latest encryption techniques to ensure your customer's 
data is safe and private.




